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Figure 1. Using only a single input image, HyperDreamBooth is able to personalize a text-to-image diffusion model 25x faster than
DreamBooth [25], by using (1) a HyperNetwork to generate an initial prediction of a subset of network weights that are then (2) refined
using fast finetuning for high fidelity to subject detail. Our method both conserves model integrity and style diversity while closely
approximating the subject’s essence and details.

Abstract
Personalization has emerged as a prominent aspect

within the field of generative AI, enabling the synthesis of
individuals in diverse contexts and styles, while retaining
high-fidelity to their identities. However, the process of per-
sonalization presents inherent challenges in terms of time
and memory requirements. Fine-tuning each personalized
model needs considerable GPU time investment, and stor-
ing a personalized model per subject can be demanding in
terms of storage capacity. To overcome these challenges, we
propose HyperDreamBooth—a hypernetwork capable of ef-
ficiently generating a small set of personalized weights from
a single image of a person. By composing these weights
into the diffusion model, coupled with fast finetuning, Hy-
perDreamBooth can generate a person’s face in various
contexts and styles, with high subject details while also pre-
serving the model’s crucial knowledge of diverse styles and
semantic modifications. Our method achieves personaliza-
tion on faces in roughly 20 seconds, 25x faster than Dream-

Booth and 125x faster than Textual Inversion, using as few
as one reference image, with the same quality and style di-
versity as DreamBooth. Also our method yields a model
that is 10,000x smaller than a normal DreamBooth model.

1. Introduction

Recent work on text-to-image (T2I) personalization [25]
has opened the door for a new class of creative applications.
Specifically, for face personalization, it allows generation of
new images of a specific face or person in different styles.
The impressive diversity of styles is owed to the strong prior
of pre-trained diffusion model, and one of the key proper-
ties of works such as DreamBooth [25], is the ability to im-
plant a new subject into the model without damaging the
model’s prior. Another key feature of this type of method is
that subject’s essence and details are conserved even when
applying vastly different styles. For example, when train-
ing on photographs of a person’s face, one is able to gen-
erate new images of that person in animated cartoon styles,
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where a part of that person’s essence is preserved and rep-
resented in the animated cartoon figure - suggesting some
amount of visual semantic understanding in the diffusion
model. These are two core characteristics of DreamBooth
and related methods, that we would like to leave untouched.
Nevertheless, DreamBooth has some shortcomings: size
and speed. For size, the original DreamBooth paper fine-
tunes all of the weights of the UNet and Text Encoder of the
diffusion model, which amount to more than 1GB for Sta-
ble Diffusion. In terms of speed, notwithstanding inference
speed issues of diffusion models, training a DreamBooth
model takes about 5 minutes for Stable Diffusion (1,000 it-
erations of training). This limits the potential impact of the
work. In this work, we want to address these shortcomings,
without altering the impressive key properties of Dream-
Booth, namely style diversity and subject fidelity, as depc-
tied in Figure 1. Specifically, we want to conserve model
integrity and closely approximate subject essence in a fast
manner with a small model.

Our work proposes to tackle the problems of size and
speed of DreamBooth, while preserving model integrity,
editability and subject fidelity. We propose the following
contributions:

• Lighweight DreamBooth (LiDB) - a personalized text-
to-image model, where the customized part is roughly
100KB of size. This is achieved by training a Dream-
Booth model in a low-dimensional weight-space gener-
ated by a random orthogonal incomplete basis inside of a
low-rank adaptation [14] weight space.

• New HyperNetwork architecture that leverages the
Lightweight DreamBooth configuration and generates the
customized part of the weights for a given subject in a
text-to-image diffusion model. These provide a strong di-
rectional initialization that allows us to further finetune
the model in order to achieve strong subject fidelity within
a few iteration. Our method is 25x faster than Dream-
Booth while achieving similar performances.

• We propose the technique of rank-relaxed finetuning,
where the rank of a LoRA DreamBooth model is relaxed
during optimization in order to achieve higher subject fi-
delity, allowing us to initialize the personalized model
with an initial approximation using our HyperNetwork,
and then approximate the high-level subject details using
rank-relaxed finetuning.

One key aspect that leads us to investigate a HyperNet-
work approach is the realization that in order to be able
to synthesize specific subjects with high fidelity, using a
given generative model, we have to “modify” its output
domain, and insert knowledge about the subject into the
model, namely by modifying the network weights.

Figure 2. HyperDreamBooth Training and Fast Fine-Tuning.
Phase-1: Training a hypernetwork to predict network weights from
a face image, such that a text-to-image diffusion network out-
puts the person’s face from the sentence ”a [v] face” if the pre-
dicted weights are applied to it. We use pre-computed person-
alized weights for supervision, using an L2 loss, as well as the
vanilla diffusion reconstruction loss. Phase-2: Given a face im-
age, our hypernetwork predicts an initial guess for the network
weights, which are then fine-tuned using the reconstruction loss to
enhance fidelity.

2. Related Work
Text-to-Image Models Several recent models such as Im-
agen [26], DALL-E2 [22], Stable Diffusion (SD) [24],
Muse [7], Parti [33], etc., demonstrate excellent image gen-
eration capabilities given a text prompt. Some Text-to-
Image (T2I) models like SD and Muse also allow condition-
ing the generation with a given image via an encoder net-
work. Techniques such as ControlNet [35] propose ways to
incorporate new input conditioning such as depth. However,
current text and image-based conditioning in these models
do not capture sufficient subject details. For ease of exper-
imentation, we demonstrate our HyperDreamBooth on the
SD model, given its relatively small size. Yet, the proposed
technique is generic and applicable to any T2I model.

Personalization of Generative Models Personalized
generation aims to create varied images of a specific sub-
ject from one or a few reference images. Earlier approaches
utilized GANs to manipulate subject images into new con-
texts. Pivotal tuning [23] fine-tunes GANs with inverted
latent codes, while [20] fine-tunes StyleGAN with around
100 images for a personalized generative prior. Casanova et
al. [6] condition a GAN with an input image to produce vari-
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Figure 3. HyperNetwork Architecture: Our hypernetwork consists of a Visual Transformer (ViT) encoder that translates face images into
latent face features that are then concatenated to latent layer weight features that are initiated by zeros. A Transformer Decoder receives the
sequence of the concatenated features and predicts the values of the weight features in an iterative manner by refining the initial weights
with delta predictions. The final layer weight deltas that will be added to the diffusion network are obtained by passing the decoder outputs
through learnable linear layers.

ations. However, these GAN-based techniques often lack
subject fidelity or diverse context in generated images.

HyperNetworks, introduced as auxiliary networks pre-
dicting weights for neural networks [12], have been applied
in image generation tasks akin to personalization, such as
StyleGAN inversion [3], resembling methods that aim to
invert an image’s latent code for editing in GAN spaces [2].
They have also been used in other tasks such as language
modeling [15, 19, 21].

T2I Personalization via Finetuning Recent techniques
enhance T2I models for improved subject fidelity and ver-
satile text-based recontextualization. Textual Inversion [10]
optimizes text embeddings on subject images for image
generation, while [30] explores a richer inversion space cap-
turing more subject details. DreamBooth [25] adapts entire
network weights for subject fidelity. Various methods, like
CustomDiffusion [18], SVDiff [13], LoRa [1, 14], Style-
Drop [28], and DreamArtist [9], optimize specific network
parts or use specialized tuning strategies. Despite their ef-
fectiveness, most of these techniques are slow, taking sev-
eral minutes per subject for high-quality results.

Fast T2I Personalization Several recent and concurrent
works aim for faster T2I model personalization. Some,
like E4T [11] and ELITE [31], involve encoder learning
followed by complete network finetuning, while our hy-
pernetwork directly predicts low-rank network residuals.
SuTI [8] creates a dataset for training a separate network
to generate personalized images, but lacks high subject fi-
delity and affects the original model’s integrity. Concur-
rent work InstantBooth [27] and Taming Encoder [16] in-
troduce conditioning branches for diffusion models, requir-
ing training on large datasets. FastComposer [32] focuses
on identity blending in multi-subject generation using im-
age encoders. Techniques like [4], Face0 [29], and Celeb-
basis [34] explore different conditioning or guidance ap-
proaches for efficient T2I personalization. However, bal-

ancing diversity, fidelity, and adherence to image distri-
bution remains challenging. Our proposed hypernetwork-
based approach directly predicts low-rank network residu-
als for subject-specific adaptation, differing from existing
techniques.

3. Preliminaries

Latent Diffusion Models (LDM). Text-to-Image (T2I) dif-
fusion models Dθ(ϵ, c) iteratively denoises a given noise
map ϵ ∈ Rh×w into an image I following the descrip-
tion of a text prompt T , which is converted into an input
text embedding c = Θ(T ) using a text encoder Θ. In this
work, we use Stable Diffusion [24], a specific instatiation of
LDM [24]. Briefly, LDM consists of 3 main components:
An image encoder that encodes a given image into latent
code; a decoder that decodes the latent code back to image
pixels; and a U-Net denoising network D that iteratively de-
noises a noisy latent code. See [24] for more details.

DreamBooth [25] provides a network fine-tuning strat-
egy to adapt a given T2I denoising network Dθ to generate
images of a specific subject. At a high-level, DreamBooth
optimizes all the diffusion network weights θ on a few given
subject images while also retaining the generalization abil-
ity of the original model with class-specific prior preser-
vation loss [25]. In the case of Stable Diffusion [24], this
amounts to finetuning the entire denoising UNet has over
1GB of parameters. In addition, DreamBooth on a single
subject takes about 5 minutes with 1K training iterations.

Low Rank Adaptation (LoRA) [1, 14] provides a
memory-efficient and faster technique for DreamBooth.
Specifically, LoRa proposes to finetune the network weight
residuals instead of the entire weights. That is, for a layer l
with weight matrix W ∈ Rn×m, LoRa proposes to fine-
tune the residuals ∆W . For diffusion models, LoRa is
usually applied for the cross and self-attention layers of
the network [1]. A key aspect of LoRa is the decomposi-
tion of ∆W matrix into low-rank matrices A ∈ Rn×r and
B ∈ Rr×m: ∆W = AB. The key idea here is that r << n
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Figure 4. Lightweight DreamBooth: we propose a new low-
dimensional weight-space for model personalization generated by
a random orthogonal incomplete basis inside LoRA weight-space.
This achieves models of roughly 100KB of size (0.01% of original
DreamBooth and 7.5% of LoRA DreamBooth size) and, surpris-
ingly, is sufficient to achieve strong personalization results with
solid editability.

and the combined number of weights in both A and B is
much lower than the number of parameters in the original
residual ∆W . Priors work show that this low-rank residual
finetuning is an effective technique that preserves several
favorable properties of the original DreamBooth while also
being memory-efficient as well as fast, remarkably even
when we set r = 1. For stable diffusion 1.5 model, LoRA-
DreamBooth with r = 1 has approximately 386K parame-
ters corresponding to only about 1.6MB in size.

4. Method

Our approach consists of 3 core elements which we explain
in this section. We begin by introducing the concept of the
Lightweight DreamBooth (LiDB) and demonstrate how the
Low-Rank decomposition (LoRa) of the weights can be fur-
ther decomposed to effectively minimize the number of per-
sonalized weights within the model. Next, we discuss the
HyperNetwork training and the architecture the model en-
tails, which enables us to predict the LiDB weights from a
single image. Lastly, we present the concept of rank-relaxed
fast fine-tuning, a technique that enables us to significantly
amplify the fidelity of the output subject within a few sec-
onds. Fig. 2 shows the overview of hypernetwork training
followed by fast fine-tuning strategy in our HyperDream-
Booth technique.

4.1. Lightweight DreamBooth (LiDB)

Given our objective of generating the personalized subset of
weights directly using a HyperNetwork, it would be benefi-
cial to reduce their number to a minimum while maintaining
strong results for subject fidelity, editability and style diver-

sity. To this end, we propose a new low-dimensional weight
space for model personalization which allows for personal-
ized diffusion models that are 10,000 times smaller than a
DreamBooth model and more than 10 times smaller than a
LoRA DreamBooth model. Our final version has only 30K
variables and takes up only 120 KB of storage space.

The core idea behind Lightweight DreamBooth (LiDB)
is to further decompose the weight-space of a rank-1 LoRa
residuals. Specifically, we do this using a random or-
thogonal incomplete basis within the rank-1 LoRA weight-
space. We illustrate the idea in Figure 4. The approach
can also be understood as further decomposing the Down
(A) and Up (B) matrices of LoRA into two matrices each:
A = AauxAtrain with Aaux ∈ Rn×a and Atrain ∈ Ra×r and
B = BtrainBaux with Btrain ∈ Rr×b and Baux ∈ Rb×m.
where the aux layers are randomly initialized with row-wise
orthogonal vectors and are frozen; and the train layers are
learned. Two new hyperparameters are introduced: a and b,
which we set experimentally. Thus the weight-residual in a
LiDB linear layer is represented as:

∆Wx = AauxAtrainBtrainBaux, (1)

where r << min(n,m), a < n and b < m. Aaux and
Baux are randomly initialized with orthogonal row vectors
with constant magnitude - and frozen, and Btrain and Atrain
are learnable. Surprisingly, we find that with a = 100 and
b = 50, which yields models that have only 30K trainable
variables and are 120 KB in size, personalization results are
strong and maintain subject fidelity, editability and style di-
versity. We show results for personalization using LiDB in
the experiments section.

4.2. HyperNetwork for Fast Personalization of Text-
to-Image Models

We propose a HyperNetwork for fast personalization of a
pre-trained T2I model. Let θ̃ denote the set of all LiDB
residual matrices: Atrain and Btrain for each of the cross-
attention and self-attention layers of the T2I model. In
essence, the HyperNetwork Hη with parameters η takes
the given image x as input and predicts the LiDB low-rank
residuals θ̂ = Hη(x). The HyperNetwork is trained on a
dataset of domain-specific images with a vanilla diffusion
denoising loss and a weight-space loss:

L(x) = α||D(x+ ϵ, c)− x||22 + β||θ̂ − θ||22, (2)

where x is the reference image, θ are the pre-optimized
weight parameters of the personalized model for image x,
D is the diffusion model conditioned on the noisy image
x + ϵ and the supervisory text-prompt c, and finally α and
β are hyperparameters that control for the relative weight of
each loss. Fig. 2 (top) illustrates the hypernetwork training.
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Figure 5. HyperNetwork + Fast Finetuning achieves strong results. Each row displays outputs from initial HyperNetwork prediction
(HyperNetwork Prediction column) and after HyperNetwork prediction with fast finetuning (HyperNetwork + Fast Finetuning). Results
without the HyperNetwork component highlight its importance.

Supervisory Text Prompt We propose to eschew any
type of learned token embedding for this task, and our hy-
pernetwork acts solely to predict the LiDB weights of the
diffusion model. We simply propose to condition the learn-
ing process “a [V] face” for all samples, where [V] is a rare
identifier described in [25]. At inference time variations of
this prompt can be used, to insert semantic modifications,
for example “a [V] face in impressionist style”.

HyperNetwork Architecture Concretely, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, we separate the HyperNetwork architecture into
two parts: a ViT image encoder and a transformer decoder.
We use a ViT-H for the encoder architecture and a 2-hidden
layer transformer decoder for the decoder architecture. The
transformer decoder is a strong fit for this type of weight
prediction task, since the output of a diffusion UNet or Text
Encoder is sequentially dependent on the weights of the
layers, thus in order to personalize a model there is inter-
dependence of the weights from different layers. In previ-
ous work [3, 12], this dependency is not rigorously modeled
in the HyperNetwork, whereas with a transformer decoder
with a positional embedding, this positional dependency is
modeled - similar to dependencies between words in a lan-
guage model transformer. To the best of our knowledge this
is the first use of a transformer decoder as a HyperNetwork.

Iterative Prediction We find that the HyperNetwork
achieves better and more confident predictions given an it-
erative learning and prediction scenario [3], where interme-
diate weight predictions are fed to the HyperNetwork and
the network’s task is to improve that initial prediction. We
only perform the image encoding once, and these extracted
features f are then used for all rounds of iterative prediction
for the HyperNetwork decoding transformer T . This speeds
up training and inference, and we find that it does not affect

the quality of results. Specifically, the forward pass of T
becomes:

θ̂k = T (f , θ̂k−1), (3)

where k is the current iteration of weight prediction, and ter-
minates once k = s, where s is a hyperparameter control-
ling the maximum amount of iterations. Weights θ are ini-
tialized to zero for k = 0. Trainable linear layers are used to
convert the decoder outputs into the final layer weights. We
use the CelebAHQ dataset [17] for training the HyperNet-
work, and find that we only need 15K identities to achieve
strong results, much less data than other concurrent meth-
ods. For example 100k identities for E4T [11] and 1.43
million identities for InstantBooth [27].

4.3. Rank-Relaxed Fast Finetuning

We find that the initial HyperNetwork prediction is in great
measure directionally correct and generates faces with sim-
ilar semantic attributes (gender, facial hair, hair color, skin
color, etc.) as the target face consistently. Nevertheless,
fine details are not sufficiently captured. We propose a final
fast finetuning step in order to capture such details, which
is magnitudes faster than DreamBooth, but achieves virtu-
ally identical results with strong subject fidelity, editability
and style diversity. Specifically, we first predict personal-
ized diffusion model weights θ̂ = H(x) and then subse-
quently finetune the weights using the diffusion denoising
loss L(x) = ||Dθ̂(x + ϵ, c) − x||22. A key contribution of
our work is the idea of rank-relaxed finetuning, where we
relax the rank of the LoRA model from r = 1 to r > 1
before fast finetuning. Specifically, we add the predicted
HyperNetwork weights to the overall weights of the model,
and then perform LoRA finetuning with a new higher rank.
This expands the capability of our method of approximat-
ing high-frequency details of the subject, giving higher sub-
ject fidelity than methods that are locked to lower ranks of
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Table 1. Comparisons. We compare our method for face iden-
tity preservation (Face Rec.), subject fidelity (DINO, CLIP-I) and
prompt fidelity (CLIP-T) to DreamBooth and Textual Inversion.
We find that our method preserves identity and subject fidelity
more closely, while achieving a higher score in prompt fidelity.

Method Face Rec. ↑ DINO ↑ CLIP-I ↑ CLIP-T ↑
Ours 0.655 0.473 0.577 0.286
DreamBooth 0.618 0.441 0.546 0.282
Textual Inversion 0.623 0.289 0.472 0.277

Table 2. Comparisons with DreamBooth. We compare our
method to differently tuned versions of DreamBooth that mini-
mize optimization time. Altering hyperparameters by increasing
the learning rate and decreasing iterations leads to degraded re-
sults in DreamBooth. DreamBooth-Agg-1 uses 400 iterations and
DreamBooth-Agg-2 uses 40 iterations as opposed to the normal
1200 iterations used in our vanilla DreamBooth.

Method Face Rec. ↑ DINO ↑ CLIP-I ↑ CLIP-T ↑
Ours 0.655 0.473 0.577 0.286
DreamBooth 0.618 0.441 0.546 0.282
DreamBooth-Agg-1 0.615 0.323 0.431 0.313
DreamBooth-Agg-2 0.616 0.360 0.467 0.302

weight updates. To the best of our knowledge we are the
first to propose such rank-relaxed LoRA models.

We use the same supervision text prompt “a [V] face”
this fast finetuning step. We find that given the HyperNet-
work initialization, fast finetuning can be done in 40 itera-
tions, which is 25x faster than DreamBooth [25] and LoRA
DreamBooth [1]. We show an example of initial, interme-
diate and final results in Figure 5.

5. Experiments
We implement our HyperDreamBooth on the Stable Diffu-
sion v1.5 diffusion model and we predict the LoRa weights
for all cross and self-attention layers of the diffusion UNet
as well as the CLIP text encoder. For privacy reasons, all
face images used for visuals are synthetic, from the SFHQ
dataset [5]. For training, we use 15K images from CelebA-
HQ [17].

5.1. Subject Personalization Results

Our method achieves strong personalization results for
widely diverse faces, with performance that is identically
or surpasses that of the state-of-the art optimization driven
methods [10, 11, 25]. Moreover, we achieve very strong
editability, with semantic transformations of face identi-
ties into highly different domains such as figurines and ani-
mated characters, and we conserve the strong style prior of
the model which allows for a wide variety of style genera-
tions. We show results in Figure 6.

Table 3. HyperNetwork Ablation. We ablate components:
No Hyper (without hypernetwork at test-time), Only Hyper (us-
ing hypernetwork prediction without fast finetuning), and our
full method without iterative prediction (k=1). Our full method
performs best for all fidelity metrics, with No Hyper achieving
slightly better prompt following.

Method Face Rec. ↑ DINO ↑ CLIP-I ↑ CLIP-T ↑
Ours 0.655 0.473 0.577 0.286
No Hyper 0.647 0.392 0.498 0.299
Only Hyper 0.631 0.414 0.501 0.298
Ours (k=1) 0.648 0.464 0.570 0.288

5.2. Comparisons

Qualitative Comparisons We compare our method to
Textual Inversion [10], DreamBooth [25] and E4T [11]. Re-
sults are shown in Figure 7. We observe that our method
strongly outperforms both Textual Inversion and Dream-
Booth generally, in the one-input-image regime - and ob-
tains strong results compared to E4T, especially in cases
where E4T overfits to the reference face pose and realistic
appearance, even though the output should be highly styl-
ized.

Quantitative Comparisons and Ablations We compare
our method to Textual Inversion and DreamBooth using
face recognition metrics (“Face Rec.” from a VGGFace2
Inception ResNet), along with DINO, CLIP-I, and CLIP-
T metrics [25]. Using 100 CelebAHQ identities and 30
prompts (style modification and recontextualization), total-
ing 30,000 samples, Table 1 illustrates our approach out-
performing in all metrics. However, face recognition met-
rics are relatively weak here due to network training limi-
tations (realistic face bias). To compensate, we conduct a
user study (details below).

We also conduct comparisons with more aggressive

Table 4. User Study. Given limitations of face recognition net-
works (stylized faces are OOD), we conduct an identity fidelity
user study comparing our stylized generations against DB and TI.
Our approach generally receives higher user preference.

Ours DB Undecided Ours TI Undecided

Pref. ↑ 64.8% 23.3% 11.9% 70.6% 21.6% 7.8%

Table 5. User Stylization and Identity Preference. We com-
pare the user preference of stylization and identity between our
approach and the SoTA approach E4T. Users generally prefer our
method.

Ours E4T Undecided

Preference ↑ 60.0% 37.5% 2.5%
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Figure 6. Results Gallery: Our method can generate novel artistic and stylized results of diverse subjects (depicted in an input image, left)
with considerable editability while maintaining the integrity to the subject’s key facial characteristics. The output images were generated
with the following captions (top-left to bottom-right): “An Instagram selfie of a [V] face”, “A Pixar character of a [V] face”, “A [V] face
with bark skin”, “A [V] face as a rock star”. Rightmost: “A professional shot of a [V] face”.

DreamBooth training with altered iterations and learning
rates. Specifically, DreamBooth-Agg-1 (400 iterations) and
DreamBooth-Agg-2 (40 iterations) differ from our 1200-
iteration vanilla DreamBooth. Table 2 reveals that aggres-
sive DreamBooth training without our HyperNetwork ini-
tialization generally degrades results.

Additionally, we show an ablation study that explores
our method’s components: removing the HyperNetwork
(No Hyper), utilizing only the HyperNetwork without fine-
tuning (Only Hyper), and our full setup without iterative
predictions (k=1). Table 3 demonstrates that our complete
setup achieves superior subject fidelity, albeit with a slightly
lower prompt following metric.

User Study We conduct a user study for face identity
preservation of outputs and compare our method to Dream-

Booth and Textual Inversion. Specifically, we present the
reference face image and two random generations using the
same prompt from our method and the baseline, and ask
the user to rate which one has most similar face identity to
the reference face image. We test a total of 25 identities,
and query 5 users per question, with a total of 1,000 sam-
ple pairs evaluated. We take the majority vote for each pair.
We present our results in Table 4, where we show a strong
preference for face identity preservation of our method.

Finally, we present a user study for overall preference of
both subject fidelity and style fidelity and compare our ap-
proach to the published state-of-the-art E4T method [11] on
a set of identities from the SFHQ dataset, with E4T kindly
run by the authors. We present both the reference subject
image as well as a reference style image and ask users which
output they prefer with respect to both identity preservation
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Figure 7. Qualitative Comparison: We compare random samples from our method (HyperDreamBooth), E4T [11], DreamBooth [25] and
Textual Inversion [10] for two different identities and five different stylistic prompts. We observe that our method generally achieves very
strong editability while preserving identity, generally surpassing competing methods in the single-reference regime. E4T shows strong
performance but can tend to overfit to the reference head pose and realistic appearance, even when the image should be strongly stylized.

and style preservation. We test 10 identities, 4 prompts per
identity, and query 15 users per question, totaling 600 sam-
ples. Results are shown in Table 5, where we observe a pref-
erence of users for our method. Although E4T is a method
that achieves strong results and preserves identity well, we
observe slightly less qualitative editability as well as some
consistency errors with hard prompts. Note our method is
trained on 15k identities vs. 100k identities for E4T.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we presented HyperDreamBooth a new
method for fast and lightweight subject personalization of
diffusion models. It leverages a HyperNetwork to gener-
ate Lightweight DreamBooth (LiDB) parameters for a dif-
fusion model with a subsequent fast rank-relaxed finetuning
that achieves a sharp reduction in size and speed compared
to DreamBooth and other optimization-based personaliza-
tion work. We showed that it produces high-quality and
diverse images of faces with different styles and semantic
modifications, while preserving subject details and model
integrity.
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